
 

Magic Castle Performance Vol. 6 Live by Ed Ellis - DVD

For over 25 years, Ed Ellis has performed close-up magic, sleight of hand
illusions, and full time table magic for Hollywood, TV, and sports celebrities. His
is also an accomplished award winning drummer, and has played on stage with
The Buddy Rich Band.

Ed has also performed his amazing close-up illusions at Las Vegas' Caesar's
Place, lectured at the world famous Magic Castle in Hollywood, and in 2005 was
the star of the Ed Ellis TV show.

Magic Castle Performance Live! - A 20 minute performance only. See
Ed's Acting, humor, timing, applause cues, and structuring of a full
routine! Features a new ending of Ringnature from volume 5. See other
effects like Mesa Aces...Materialize...Rubber Band Thru Ring And
Thumb...and more in a True performance setting without a staged
audience. Much of this work is explained on Vol.5 and his other DVDs. 
Single Card Style - Featured here are 30 plus ways to handle a single
card with flair! This will help round out your card work by adding style in a
manner that is sometimes overlooked. From difficult to easy single card
handlings. 
Card From Shoe - A natural series of movements are used to remove a
card from your shoe! This effect can be used if you drop cards on the
floor then use card from shoe to recover your fumble! Also it is a funny
and shocking effect done with the sole purpose of finding the selection in
your shoe! 
Beginners Section - The Tilt, Elmsley Count, and Double Lift are
covered in detail! 

So sit back, relax and enjoy this amazing DVD presentation, and see for yourself
why many refer to Ed Ellis as the "World's Fastest Hands".

Running Time Approximately 75min
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